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Russian For Dummies (Language & Literature)For Dummies, 2006
Covers common expressions, conversations, and cultural notes   

   

   Your fun and friendly guide to communicating in Russian   

   Whether you're a student, a traveler, or a businessperson, or if you just want to speak basic Russian, you'll find this book packed with practical lessons...
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LINK'EM UP On Outlook (Outlook0 2000, 2002, 2003. On Office series)Holy Macro! Books, 2004
This guide assists all levels of Microsoft Outlook users in furthering their understanding of the program’s features, from communicating with an ever-growing list of contacts to upgrading installations. A full range of functions are discussed, such as adding an appointment to a calendar, sending a message to only a portion of a distribution...
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101 Internet Businesses You Can Start from Home: How to Choose and Build Your Own Successful e-BusinessMaximum Press, 2006
Communicating with customers and other businesses has changed dramatically over the past century. It started with print, then radio, television, phone, and fax, and now all of us are operating in the fastest medium yet—the Internet. The future is bright for businesses that utilize the Net as a primary medium of communication and sales....
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Rapid Portlet Development with WebSphere Portlet Factory: Step-by-Step Guide for Building Your Own PortletsIBM Press, 2008
The Step-by-Step Guide to Building World-Class Portlet Solutions–Fast!
 

Portlet development traditionally has been difficult and time-consuming, requiring costly resources and specialized expertise in multiple technologies. IBM®...
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Develop Your Leadership Skills (Creating Success)Kogan Page, 2007
"Authoritative and wise." -- Warren Bennis "University of Southern California"     

       Best-selling author and leadership expert John Adair brings his stimulating insights into leadership into his most accessible book to date. Full of exercises and checklists, "Develop Your Leadership Skills" provides...
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Beginning Unix (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2005
The Unix operating system is the basis for some of today's most-used platforms, including Mac OS® X and Linux®. This book covers Unix basics for these as well as the more commonly recognized Sun Solaris and BSD.
First, you will learn Unix terminology, core concepts, methodology, and how to log in...
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Enterprise Architecture at Work: Modelling, Communication and Analysis (The Enterprise Engineering Series)Springer, 2009

	Many stakeholders within and outside the company can be identified, ranging

	from top-level management to software engineers. Each stakeholder

	requires specific information presented in an accessible way, to deal with

	the impact of such wide-ranging developments. To predict the effects of

	such developments and modifications of an...
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Higher Self Esteem and MoreTrafford Publishing, 2007
Higher self esteem and more is a process of uplifting growth. You do not only understand how to become more comfortable and stronger within yourself, but you also learn how to effectively apply these new manifesting ideas in all the areas of life you want to succeed in. Therefore an opportunity is now presented to unlearn those negative patterns...
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Solving the PowerPoint Predicament: Using Digital Media for Effective CommunicationQue, 2006
Everyone uses PowerPoint, but how effective is your presentation at meeting the goals you've outlined? A great presentation is more than just a slideshowit's about using PowerPoint to its maximum potential to get your message across to your audience. That's the PowerPoint Predicament. Tom Bunzel reveals how to conceive, plan,...
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Management and the Arts, Fourth EditionFocal Press, 2008

	Management and the Arts, Fourth Edition provides you with theory and practical applications from all management perspectives including planning, marketing, finance, economics, organizational, staffing, and group dynamics ALL related to an arts organization. Whether you are a manager in a theatre, museum, dance company, or opera, you will gain...
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Mastering Microsoft Windows Vista Home: Premium and BasicSybex, 2007
In-depth Coverage of Windows Vista Home Premium—Including Coverage of Vista Home Basic
    

    Configure, run, and troubleshoot Windows Vista Home Premium or Windows Vista Home Basic with the detailed coverage you'll find in this comprehensive guide. With a task-based approach and clear, no-nonsense instructions,...
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Microsoft Outlook 2010 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2010

	Bill Gates’s dream of “a computer on every desktop” is becoming more and more of a reality—many people today work (and play) on computers both in the office and at home. But desktop computers are even becoming a thing of the past. Laptops, netbooks, and other portable computers, as well as Windows Mobile devices,...
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